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Abstract 

 
Formal verification is to use mathematical methods to prove that our scheme is correct. This scheme is just a 

pronoun. It may be expressed as a hardware, a software or an algorithm. Errors in hardware are more difficult to 

modify than errors in software, so formal proofs and inspections often appear in the argument for hardware 

design. But, it does not mean that the software does not need to be formally verified. In addition to digital circuits 

or combinational circuits, cryptographic protocols also need to be formally verified. Formal proof can only ensure 

whether the result of logical inference is consistent with the previous stage, and can not guarantee whether there 

are defects in the process of logical inference. In this article the authors take as an example of Zhang-Wang's 

digital signature algorithm, and point out two formal proof methods of Boolean algebra and Galois field 

respectively. 
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I. Introduction 

 
An El Gamal-like signature scheme was proposed by Zhang and Wang in 2005, they did not used one-way hash 

functions and message redundancy. Subsequent relevant studies, such as forgery attacks by Yang and Hsu [2], and 

Guo-Li-Hu [3] in 2008. The Boolean or logic operation issue by Liu and Zhang [4], and Zheng [5]. Luo et al. [6] 

simply revealed algebra attack [7], [8] on another point of view. The operation of precedence topic by Xu et al. [9]. 

Yang and Liu [10], Qiu et al. [11] focus on probabilities; and others discussion i.e reverse engineering topic be 

talked by Luo et al. [12]. In this paper the authors will enumerate other viewpoint which demonstrate a formal 

proof [13] to the Zhang-Wang‟s algorithm. The section 2 review of Zhang-Wang algorithm, we use Java language 

to implementation it and check the experiment data. The section 3 we give the lemmas and theorem to prove our 

viewpoint, we also use Python language to examine our assumption. Fortunately, for beginners, our readers do not 

have to install Java or Python environments. Anyone can copy and paste our source codes by online compilers such 

as “https://www.jdoodle.com” to check the result. The relevant literatures shown on Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Related Literatures 

Year Forgery Attack Boolean Precedence Logic Probability Others 

2008 Yang & Hsu [2]      

2008 Guo et al. [3]      

2009  Liu & Zhang [4]     

2010   Xu et al. [9]    

2012  Liu et al. [14]     

2014    Zheng [5]   

2014     Yang & Liu 

[10] 

 

2018     Qiu et al. [11]  

2019 Lou et al. [6]      

2021      Lou et al. [6] 
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II. Review of Zhang-Wang Algorithm 

 

Notation: 

: denote the prime where it may 1024 bits length. 

: denote a primitive root. 

: denote the public key. 

: denote the private key. 

: denote the digitize message. 

: denote the nonce value. 

: denote the exclusive-OR (XOR) operation. 

: denote binary number. 

: denote decimal number. 

 

In 2005, Zhang and Wang [1] presented a signature algorithm without using one-way hash functions. The concepts 

are two parameters  and , while  is a large prime where   is a primitive root of modulo  in this 

scheme. Alice selects her private key , where , and calculates the public key 

                                                                 . (1) 

This scheme contains of two steps: key generation and verification phases. The details are as follows.  

 

2.1 Zhang-Wang Algorithm 

 

1.Signature Generation Phase: 

Supposing Alice signs the , and she then runs as follow steps: 

Step 1. Alice calculates 

                                                      . (2) 

Step 2. Alice chooses a random integer 

                                                              , (3) 

and computes 

                                                            (4) 

Step 3. Alice calculates  since 

                                              (5) 

Step 4. Alice transmits the triple parameters  of M to the verifier. 

 

2. Verification Phase: 

After getting the parameters  transmitted by Alice, the verifier Bob checks follow steps to validate signature.  

Step 1. Bob first calculates 

                                           (6) 

Step 2. Bob verifies , if Equation (2) holds and the authenticity of the initial 

signature is verified. 
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Figure 1. The Zhang-Wang Algorithm Scheme. 

 

The concept and operating principle showed in Figure 1. It has simple express each parameter and role in the 

protocol clearly. 

 

2.2 Coding by Language Java 

 

Listing1 ZhangWang.java
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The authors follow that conception and algorithm to implementation the scheme by language Java. 

2.3 The Experiment and Testing 
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We randomly assume the parameters g = 61, x = 49, p =191, to find the public key y as 

                                                  (7) 

Given m = 38, we obtained 

                                                  (8) 

Let k = 51, where 

                                                 (9) 

By Equation (5), as known 

                                         (10) 

then get t = 135. Finally, we calculate 

                                           (11) 

 

From Equation (7) to (11), the verifier can recovery and check the message by signatures (s, r, t), please see the 

experiment result in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2. The result of the program executing by ZhangWang.java. 

 

III. Security Analysis of Formal Proof 

 

In this section, the authors would like to describe some points such as the logic defect, i.e the XOR extension 

problem [15]. Some people in related research also gave good contributions [16], [17], but different what we 

discussed here. 
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Exclusive-OR or exclusive disjunction is a logical operation. When the input has an odd number of 1s, the output is 

1; when the input has an even number of 1s, the output is 0, In Figure 3, the authors express T is “1”, namely true, 

and the F means to “0” as false, see Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. The XOR Truth Table. 

 

3.1 The Boolean Algebra Expression 

 

The XOR operation can be expressed as 

                                                          (12) 

or express to 

                                                          (13) 

In text book of digital circuit or logic circuit, it is the beginning knowledge. The XOR usually applied for adder, 

cryptosystem, image process and other applications. We can infer the Lemma 1 to Lemma 4 [4, 14]. 

 

Lemma 1. Assume  be a binary operation the set . If  for all . We said, it satisfies 

commutative law. 

 

Proof: To prove  where , therefore . We obtain

.  Here, the XOR satisfies commutative rule. 

 

Lemma 2. Assume  be a binary operation the set . If  for all . We said, 

it satisfies associative rule. 

 

Proof:  

 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

Computing  
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Here, the XOR also matches associative rule. 

Lemma 3. Let , . 

Proof: As known from Figure 3, we get , therefore . 

Lemma 4. If  and  are both odd numbers, where , , 

then . 

Proof: According to Lemma 3, if , then . 

From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we rewrite this equation . 

According to Lemma 4, . From Lemma 3, .\\ 

. 

For Example: 

                                         (14) 

The pretender Eve can falsify the valid parameters  where 

                                                                  . (15) 

She does three steps as follow: 

Step 1. Eve lets 

                                                                           (16) 

Step 2. Eve lets 

                                                                          (17) 

Step 3. Eve computes 

                                                                     (18) 

Proof: 

                                           (19) 

By Lemma 1 to Lemma 4, we obtained  if  and  both are odd or even integers where they 

satisfied specified rules. Eve may forge successfully for her action. 

 

3.2 The Galois Field Expression 

 

From above, the proof of Lemma 1 to Lemma 4 is described by Boolean algebra. In this paragraph, the authors 

borrowed binary concept which it re-express to Galios field form, and one theorem integrated four lemmas. 
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Theorem 1. If , , then  , since ,  and . 

Proof: As know , we get ,  where ,

. 

Suppose , namely 

                                             (20) 

Similarly, . We express , and rewrite 

as 

                                             (21) 

 

 
Figure 4. Testing the bit-wise XOR operation by Language Python. 
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The authors give an example by Equation (14) and provide some proofs such as Lemma 1 to Lemma 4, and 

Theorem 1, we show the experiment result in Figure 4. The source code by Language Python in listing 2, namely 

„TEST-XOR.py‟. The reader can copy and paste on online compiler such as “https://www.jdoodle.com” to check 

the result. 

 

Listing 2. TEST-XOR.py 

 

 
V. Conclusion 

 

In this paper the authors describe the XOR expressions. Formal verification does not guarantee 100% whether 

there are errors in logical inferences (such as tautology). At least in the process stage or the result stage of 

inference, it plays an important decisive role. It is very hard to find or check the problem from mathematics or 

informatics fields. The authors fully present this situation by Galois field -adic number. 
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